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N
owadays, nanomaterials are widely
used in biotechnology.1,2 Their ap-
plications in biomedicine, such as

drug delivery and gene carriers, are very
promising.3,4 Therefore, understanding the
interactions between nanomaterials and
biomembranes,5�8 for example, how nano-
particles cross the cell membrane and enter
into the cell interior,9�13 is of central impor-
tance for their potential applications.
It is now realized that endocytosis and

direct penetration (diffusion) are two main
ways to translocate nanoparticles through
membranes.8,10,11 Large particles whose
sizes are in the range of tens to hundreds
of nanometers usually cross the membrane
by endocytosis.4,12,13 This progress can be
divided into three parts:12�14

first particles
sticking to the membrane, second the
membrane wrapping the particle, and final-
ly the pinch-off (particle�lipid complex de-
taching from the membrane). However, for
small particles whose diameters are just
several nanometers or even smaller,12,13,15

endocytosis is no longer an effective way
because the decrease in adhesion energy
which mainly comes from receptor�ligand
interaction may not balance out the in-
crease in bending energy and stretching
energy that originate from membrane de-
formation. In this case, nanoparticles may
aggregate in order to be endocytosed.16

Another useful method is to decorate some
types of ligands like PEG or MUS on nano-
particles' surface,11,17 which can also make
nanoparticles internalized by endocytosis.
However, endocytosed nanoparticles by con-
structing the membrane-bound vesicles
are confined in the endosomes andmay not
be able to get out of vesicles and reach the
cytosol.7 In this sense, the direct penetration
of nanoparticles into cells is a better way
because there are no lipids coated on their
surfaces. Unlike small molecules such as O2

and CO2, however, nanoparticles cannot
cross membranes by diffusion on their
own. Although adding an external force
on the nanoparticle can help its penetra-
tion,10,18 the practical applications will be
limited. Some nanoparticles like dendrimers
can induce pore formation in membra-
nes,19�22 which can also make direct pene-
tration possible. However, membranes are
disrupted more or less by pore formation. If
themembrane disruption is too strong, itmay
even cause cell death.5,8 So, it is a challenging
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ABSTRACT

Nanoparticle penetration into cells is an important process in drug/gene delivery. Here, we

successfully design one type of novel nanoparticles with ligands decorating its surface by

dynamic bonds and find that the nanoparticle can spontaneously penetrate through

membranes by using dissipative particle dynamics simulations. Moreover, the physical

parameters of both ligands (for example, ligand type and density) and nanoparticles (such

as size and shape) have significant effects on penetration efficiency and translocation time.

Especially for nanoparticles with anisotropic shapes or asymmetric surface decoration, the

penetration efficiency may reach about 80%. We also provide insights into the interaction

between nanoparticles and asymmetric membranes and find that the membrane asymmetry

can even increase the penetration efficiency to above 90%. The present study suggests a

potential way to translocate novel nanoparticles through membranes, which may provide new

ideas for future experimental nanoparticle design and drug delivery.
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and promising problem to design such nanoparticles
that can spontaneously penetrate through mem-
branes and have little effect on membranes and their
own functions. To our best knowledge, there are few
papers studying these problems, especially for design-
ing such small nanoparticles with high penetra-
tion efficiency by diffusion. Here, for the purpose of
effectively translocating nanoparticles through mem-
branes, we apply dissipative particle dynamics (DPD)
simulations (see details in the Methods section) to
design one type of such novel nanoparticles and
examine their ability to deliver the cell membrane
under the symmetric and asymmetric cases of both
nanoparticles and membranes.
In our simulations, each amphiphilic lipid consists of

a headgroup containing three connected hydrophilic
beads and two tails with respective four hydrophobic
beads (see Figure 1a). When lipids are immersed in
water, they can form a stable, tensionless membrane
(see Figure S1 in Supporting Information). A ligand is
composed of four connected beads, three of which are
hydrophobic and the other one is a hydrophilic head
(see Figure 1a). The nanoparticle can be fabricated by
arranging the hydrophilic DPD beads (P) on an fcc
lattice with lattice constant R = 0.30 nm into a desired
geometry shape and volume.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The hydrophilic/hydrophobic property of nanopar-
ticles is an important factor in their interaction with
membranes. Hydrophilic nanoparticles could attach
to the membrane (see Figure S2.a in Supporting
Information), due to the lipid headgroup�nanoparticle
interaction.23 When the interaction is strong enough,
the membrane can totally engulf the nanoparticle,
similar to the endocytosis process.14 Unlike hydrophilic
nanoparticles, hydrophobic nanoparticles such as
fullerenes24 and nanotubes25 can insert into mem-
branes because they prefer lipid tails. If we decorate
hydrophobic chains onto the hydrophilic surface of
nanoparticles, they can also insert into membranes
(see Figure S2.b in Supporting Information), which was
observed in experiments.26 However, in general cases,
nanoparticles staying in membranes, but not entering
into the cell interior, may somewhat disrupt the mem-
brane and can even cause cell death.5,8 Here, we
design one new type of nanoparticles by combining
the former two properties, that is, decorating ligands
on the nanoparticle's surface by dynamic bonds.27 The
dynamic bond is defined as any class of bond that can
selectively undergo reversible breaking and reforma-
tion, usually under equilibrium conditions. It can gen-
erally be divided into two types:27 dynamic covalent
bond and noncovalent dynamic bond. Dynamic cova-
lent bond cannot access its reversibilitywithout a catalyst
(or stimulus), while noncovalent dynamic bond is highly
susceptible to thermal conditions, solvents/reagents, and

concentrations. In our simulations, we adopt the revers-
ible noncovalent dynamic bonds to generate the ag-
gregation and detachment process between nano-
particle and ligands (see Figure 1b) by the following rule:
when the bond length between the arbitrary bead of the
nanoparticle and the bead of ligand head is longer than
its initial length, the bond is broken with a probability
being Poff, and when the length is shorter than its initial
length, the bond forms with a probability Pon. We find
that the ratio Pa = Pon/Poff can well replace the reaction
equilibrium constant Ka = kon/koff, which determines the
final balance of the nanoparticle�ligand complex28 (see
Figures S3 and S4 in Supporting Information). When
solvents are hydrophobic, the nanoparticle�ligand com-
plex (NLC) with a hydrophobic surface can well be
formed (see Figure 1c). Before placing the NLC in the
membrane�water system, we first check its stability in
water. As shown in Figure S5 of Supporting Information,
when Pa is large or the time of NLC staying in water is
short, the NLC is at least metastable.
We then place the NLC about 0.5 nm above the

membrane. Because the complex surface is hydropho-
bic, it can spontaneously insert into the membrane,
which requires about 200 ns. Meanwhile, the amphi-
philic ligands begin to break off due to the mass
reaction, and they prefer to enter into the bilayer and
arrange along the lipid distribution. Once the ligands
are apart from the nanoparticle causing thedecrease of
the ligand concentration around nanoparticle, the
reverse reaction (bond-breaking) will predominate in
the balance according to Le Chatelier's Principle.29 This
is why the ligands can totally detach from the nano-
particle, differing from the situations in oil or water.
Since the hydrophilic nanoparticle does not like to stay
in the hydrophobic environment inside the bilayer, it
tends to leave the bilayer with some ligands detaching
from the nanoparticle (see Figure 1d). Finally, the
nanoparticle may be driven out of the bilayer via the
upper or lower leaflets because of hydrophobic inter-
action. The whole penetration process of the NLC
undergoes four stages (see Figure S6 in Supporting
Information) via its interacting with the membrane,
inserting inside the bilayer, leaving (but still sticking to)
the bilayer, and finally detaching from the membrane.
Because of themirror symmetry of membrane along

the z direction, theoretically speaking, the probability
of the spherical nanoparticle's successful penetration
should be 50%. Interestingly, we perform 50 indepen-
dent runs by changing random numbers or initial
conformations in the simulations, 30 simulations of
which occur successfully. Even if we change the param-
eters like Pon, the resulting penetration efficiency is
still larger than 50%. This is due to the fact that, when
NLC begins to enter into the membrane, the ligands
interacting with the membrane are easier to detach
from the nanoparticle than those still in water. There-
fore, when the NLC stays inside the bilayer, the ligand
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number of the upper surface is larger than that of the
lower surface on the nanoparticle, which makes the
nanoparticle more likely to leave the bilayer through
the lower leaflet. In the following simulations, unless
otherwise stated, the type of dynamic bond (Pon = 0.50
and Pa = 40) and the diameter of spherical nanoparticle
(3 nm) will be kept unchanged.

Effect of the Surface Decoration of Ligands. The nanopar-
ticle surface plays an important role in its interaction
with membranes.5,7,30 The surface property of the NLC
will greatly depend on the density and type of deco-
rated ligands. The ligand number is a key design
parameter of NLC.31 For a given particle size, increasing
the ligand density, σ, will make the surface more
hydrophobic so that the NLC can easily enter into the
bilayer. On the contrary, a decrease in the ligand
numbermay suppress the entry of NLC into the bilayer.
This is because, as the NLC interacts with the mem-
brane, most ligands are detached from the nanoparti-
cle and the surface becomes almost hydrophilic. As a
consequence, theNLCmaynot enter into the bilayer. In
our simulation, six kinds of NLCs with different σ values
are listed. Figure 2a shows that the penetration effi-
ciency increases with increasing the ligand density σ
when σ < 3.0 nm�2, and the maximum penetration
efficiency is about 60% and approximately remains the
same even when σ > 3.0 nm�2. However, as shown in
Figure 2b, translocation time increases monotonously
with σ since more ligands will need more time for the
breakdown of dynamic bonds. Therefore, there may
exist an optimal ligand density σopt for nanoparticle
penetration, and in the present case, σopt ≈ 3.0 nm�2,
where the penetration efficiency is the highest while
translocation time is not very long.

Now we examine the effect of the type of dynamic
bondonpenetration efficiency and translocation timeby
varying Pa and Pon. The two limiting cases correspond to
Pa = 0 and¥, respectively. When Pa = 0 (i.e., Pon = 0 while

Poff 6¼ 0), the dynamic bond cannot be formed, and thus
the NLC surface is still hydrophilic so that it just attaches
to the membrane, similar to the case in Figure S2.a of
Supporting Information. On the other hand, when Pa =¥
(i.e., Poff = 0 while Pon 6¼ 0), the dynamic bond can be
taken as a covalent one, namely, it cannot be broken.
Therefore, the NLC surface is hydrophobic, and it will
usually stay inside the bilayer (see Figure S2.b in Support-
ing Information). Next, we will study the general cases.
Figure 2c shows the penetration efficiency as a function
of Pa, and it can reach almost 60%. The penetration
efficiency also depends on Pon even for the same Pa. A
small Pon requires a small Poff in the fixed Pa, which
reduces the breakdown of dynamic bonds before enter-
ing the bilayer. As a result, the NLC with smaller Pon (or
Poff) has a greater probability of entering into the bilayers
so that the penetration efficiency becomes higher. How-
ever, the translocation time increaseswith decreasing Pon
(or Poff) for the same Pa due to the slowingdownof bond-
breaking within the bilayer, shown in Figure 2d. For
sufficiently large Pa (namely, Poff is very small) that can
ensure the entry of nanoparticles into the bilayer, the
effect of changing Pon (or Poff) with the same Pa on the
penetration efficiency can be neglected. However, trans-
location time will increase exponentially with increasing
Pa because of the lower breakdown of dynamic bonds
within the bilayer (see Figure 2d). Therefore, for large Pa,
the time spent for the total penetration process will
become very long.

As more and more asymmetric (e.g., Janus and
anisotropic shape) nanoparticles can now be prepared
in experiments,32,33 the asymmetric property of nano-
particles becomes increasingly important when inter-
actingwith cells.10,34,35 In our study, a possibleway is to
break the symmetry of nanoparticle along the z direc-
tion by asymmetric decoration, which may increase its
penetration efficiency. We jointly change the upper
(σupper) and lower (σlower) ligand surface density on the

Figure 1. (a) Architecture of lipid and ligandmolecules. Green, headbeads of lipid; blue, tail beads of lipid; purple, hydrophilic
head of ligand; orange, hydrophobic beads of ligand. (b) Schematic representation of the equilibrium between nanoparticle
and ligands, where kon and koff denote on-rate and off-rate constant for forming a nanoparticle�ligand complex (NLC),
respectively. (c) Snapshot of self-assembled NLC in the oil (oil beads are omitted). (d) Snapshots of four stages of the NLC
interacting with the lipid bilayer, where the nanoparticle diameter is 3 nm and the surface ligand density is 3.0 nm�2.
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nanoparticle but keep the total ligand number un-
changed. Figure 2e shows the variation of penetration
efficiency with increasing σupper, and it may even
increase to 80% when σupper = 3.54 nm�2 (σlower =
2.40 nm�2). However, the penetration efficiency will
decrease greatly if σlower is sufficiently small. This is
because, when σlower decreases, the NLC prefers to
penetrate across the lower leaflet of membranes, but
the sufficiently low σlower may suppress the entry of the
nanoparticle into the membrane and the penetration
efficiency will certainly decrease greatly. Additionally,
we find from Figure 2f that the maximum of transloca-
tion time appears at σupper = σlower, and any asym-
metric change of upper or lower surface densities
will lower the translocation time. This is because the

surface of relatively small ligand density, which is
favorable to water, will accelerate the escape of nano-
particles from the bilayer.

Effect of the Property of Nanoparticles. The nanoparticle
size is an important factor in its penetration through
membranes.12,13,31 Here we examine the penetration
ability of the nanoparticle by varying its diameter (2.1,
3.0, 3.9, and 4.8 nm) when the ligand number and
density are fixed, respectively. Figure 3a,b compares
the penetration efficiency and translocation time by
varying the nanoparticle size for the same ligand
number N = 84. We find that the penetration efficiency
decreases by increasing the nanoparticle size and is
only 5% when the nanoparticle size is 4.8 nm. For a
larger nanoparticle, we think it may be impossible to

Figure 2. Effect of ligand decoration on the nanoparticle penetration. Penetration efficiency (a) and translocation time (b) as
functions of ligand density σ; penetration efficiency (c) and translocation time (d) as functions of Pa with four different values
of Pon when σ = 3.0 nm�2; penetration efficiency (e) and translocation time (f) as functions of ligand density on the upper
surface (σupper) of nanoparticles, where the total number of ligands is fixed.
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penetrate through membranes. This is because, with
the increase of the nanoparticle size, ligand density σ
decreases (namely, the hydrophobic degree of the NLC
decreases). Whenσ is so low that NLC cannot enter into
the membrane, the penetration efficiency will be-
come very low. Additionally, the translocation time will
become larger with an increase of the nanoparticle size
because the decrease of excluded volume effect in low
σ increases the bond-breaking time of the NLC. For the
same σ (∼3 nm�2) with varying sizes, bond-breaking
time of single ligand is approximately the same at the
beginning. However, the detachment of the same
ligand number from nanoparticles will lead to the
different σ with variation of the nanoparticle size. For
a smaller nanoparticle, the influence will becomemore
obvious. As a result, the penetration efficiency of the
2.1 nmparticle decreases because the ligandnumber is
not enough to make it insert into membranes, as
shown in Figure 3a. However, Figure 3a also shows
that penetration efficiency decreases when the particle
size is larger than 3.0 nm. This is because larger
particles (e.g., their complexes are about twice as thick
as membranes' thickness) cause the large deformation
of the membrane so that it is harder for them to enter
into membranes even for high σ. Figure 3b shows
that translocation time increases with the increase of

nanoparticle size, accompanied by the existence of
more dynamic bonds. In the present case, the optimal
nanoparticle size may be 3.0 nm.

The shape of nanoparticles is an another important
factor affecting the penetration efficiency.10 The shape
anisotropy of nanoparticles plays a very complicated
role in their translocation because it can break the
symmetry of the system along the penetrating direc-
tion, similar to the case of asymmetric decoration of
nanoparticles. To clarify this effect, the initial long-axis
orientation of nanoparticles with different shapes is
required to be along the bilayer normal. In this sense,
elliptical particles may not increase the penetration
efficiency because they are symmetric in the z direc-
tion. Instead, their efficiencywill become lower (∼50%)
because of the rotation of anisotropic nanoparticles
during the penetration process, compared to that
(∼60%) of the spherical particles (Figure 3c,d). If its
rotation is fixed, the penetration efficiency of the
elliptical nanoparticle will be nearly 60%. In order to
break the symmetry in the z direction, we prepare
bullet-like nanoparticles and consider two different
initial orientations: 1 and 2. If we do not constrain its
rotation, the penetration efficiency is just about 50% in
the two cases. If the rotation is fixed, Figure 3c shows
that penetration efficiency in the former case (1) will

Figure 3. Effect of the property of nanoparticles on their penetration efficiency and translocation time. (a) Penetration
efficiency and (b) translocation time as a function of the nanoparticle size. Red line shows the case of the same ligand surface
density, while green line denotes the same ligand number on the surface. (c) Penetration efficiency of nanoparticles with
different shapes and fixed volume (ellipse with half lengths of 1.05, 1.05, and 3.0 nm in three axes; sphere with radius of
1.5 nm; bullet with half lengths of 1.2, 1.2, and 4.5 nm in three axes). The orange nanoparticles can rotate freely, while the
rotation of red nanoparticles is fixed during the penetration process. (d) Time evolution of different (orange) nanoparticles'
orientations during the penetration processes.
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increase to about 80% and decrease to about 30% in
the latter case (2). In summary, the rotation may
suppress the biased delivery of nanoparticles across
two leaflets; therefore, the penetration efficiency re-
mains∼50%. On the other hand, by fixing the rotation
of asymmetric bullet-like nanoparticles, we can greatly
enhance or suppress their delivery efficiency, depend-
ing on the initial (1 and 2) orientation. Interestingly,
such a process may be realized by adjusting the upper
(σupper) and lower (σlower) surface densities of ligands
on spherically symmetric nanoparticles. Actually, a
comparison of Figure 3c and Figure 2e can show that
the penetration efficiency of bullet-like nanoparticles
with fixed orientation 1 and 2 is equivalent to that of
spherical nanoparticles with σupper ≈ 3.54 nm�2 and
σupper ≈ 2.40 nm�2, respectively.

Interactions of Nanoparticles with Asymmetric Membranes.
Real biomembranes that contain different lipid species
and proteins have complicated structures,36 which
always present composition- and curvature-dependent
lipid asymmetry. Therefore, studying the interactions
between nanoparticles and asymmetric membranes is
vitally important andmay havemany significant applica-
tions. For composition-dependent asymmetric mem-
branes arising from different lipid species in two
leaflets of the planar bilayer,19,37 we introduce the
difference Δaij between the interactions of upper
and lower lipid leaflets with ligand tails of the nano-
particle to distinguish two kinds of lipid species.

Figure 4a shows that the penetration efficiency increases
monotonously with increasing the asymmetric degree
(i.e., Δaij) of bilayers. When the value of Δaij is 15,
penetration efficiency has already reached ∼90%,
which is larger than the highest efficiency in the case
of asymmetric decoration of nanoparticles. Therefore,
the composition asymmetry ofmembranesmay facilitate
the nanoparticle penetration. We also examine different
interactions betweenupper and lower lipid leaflets and
nanoparticle beads in our simulations and find that the
penetration efficiency remains almost unchanged. As
illustrated in Figure 1d, the nanoparticle which is
surrounded by ligands has little chance to interact with
lipid tails. So, the interaction between nanoparticles and
lipid tails is not very important during the penetration
pocess. By contrast, the ligands directly interact with lipid
tails in the first three stages, and therefore, changing
the interaction parameter between them can affect the
penetration efficiency obviously. This “amazing” result
may give some useful suggestions on drug delivery:
although we cannot change the type of nanoparticles
during their delivery into cells, we can change the type
of ligands to sufficiently utilize themembraneasymmetry
and promote nanoparticle penetration into cells.

To elucidate the effect of curvature-dependent
membrane asymmetry, we construct vesicles with
different diameters to generate curved membranes.
Since the area per lipid is the same, the lipid number in
the outer leaflet of a vesicle is larger than that in the

Figure 4. Effect of composition- and curvature-dependent membrane asymmetry on the nanoparticle penetration. (a)
Penetration efficiency as a function of Δaij for the composition-dependent asymmetric bilayer, where Δaij is the difference
between the interactions of upper and lower lipid leafletswith ligand tails of the nanoparticle. For the curvedmembrane case:
(b) time evolution of snapshots of the nanoparticle penetrating through the vesicle where the nanoparticle diameter is 3 nm,
the surface ligand density is 3.0 nm�2, and the vesicle diameter is 20 nm; and (c) penetration efficiency as a function of Pa with
four different kinds of membranes where the vesicle diameter is 20, 30, 40 nm, and ¥ (i.e., planar lipid bilayers).
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inner leaflet. Thus, after the NLC enters into the curved
bilayer, the interaction of the NLC with the outer lipid
leaflet becomes relatively stronger, which tends to
drive the NLC to enter into the vesicle interior across
the inner lipid leaflet (see Figure 4b). Therefore, we
conclude that penetration efficiency of nanoparticles
across asymmetric curved membranes is higher than
that across planar membranes. Figure 4c shows the
penetration efficiency as a function of Pa by using
vesicles of different sizes. Here, the effect of Pa assisting
nanoparticle entry into the bilayer becomes less ob-
vious compared to the case of the planar membrane
because nanoparticles are easily surrounded by lipids
under the deformation of an asymmetrically curved
membrane. The highest efficiency may be close to
100% when Pa > 32. We also perform the simulations
when the NLC is initially placed in the interior of the
vesicle, and the penetration efficiency of the particle
through the outer leaflet is smaller than 10% (see
Figure S7 in Supporting Information), again indicating
that the high penetration in the present case is due to
the difference in lipid number of inner and outer
leaflets. It is now realized that the curved membrane
structures, such as buds and tubules in a cell, are
essential to many cellular functions such as endocytic
trafficking and pathways.38 The present result shows
important evidence that the curved membrane struc-
tures may greatly facilitate the entry of nanoparticles
into cells.

CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully designed one new type of
nanoparticles that can spontaneously penetrate
through membranes by adopting a reversible reaction
between nanoparticle and ligands. It is found that the

properties of ligands and nanoparticles constructing
the nanoparticle�ligand complex (NLC) can affect
their penetration efficiency and translocation time,
and especially for nanoparticles with anisotropic shape
or asymmetric surface decoration, the penetra-
tion efficiency can reach about 80% when NLC has
the effective bullet-like shape oriented in a certain
direction. Furthermore, we provide insights into the
interaction between nanoparticles and asymmetric
membranes and find that the membrane asymmetry
can highly affect the nanoparticle penetration and
increase the penetration efficiency to above 90% under
proper situations.
Finally, we point out the feasibility and application of

our novel nanoparticles in real experiment. Generally,
the idea for designing this type of novel nanoparticles
is on the basis of nanoparticle�ligand dynamics, which
can be regulated by the local hydrophobic�lipophilic
interactions. To someextent, the key idea is similar to that
of stimuli materials like pH-sensitive, thermo-sensitive,
and light-sensitive materials in experiments,39,40 where
the chemical properties of those materials are changed
by external stimulus. The present model may give some
hints for designing this type of novel nanoparticles in
experiment as stimulus materials, namely, how to design
the type of dynamic bond of nanoparticles, whose
stability depends on change in environments (e.g., pH)
inside/outside cell membranes, to realize the high pene-
tration efficiency. Therefore, we believe that this type of
novel nanoparticles could be engineered with the ad-
vance of nanotechnology in the future, and their high
penetration efficiency as well as low toxicity, though still
need to be evaluated by biomedicinal scientists, will
make it a potentially huge application in drug/gene
delivery.

METHODS
Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) is a coarse-grained simu-

lation technique with hydrodynamic interaction.41�43 The dy-
namics of the elementary units, which are so-called DPD beads,
is governed by Newton's equation of motion: dvi/dt = fi/m. In
DPD, there are three types of pairwise forces acting on bead i by
bead j:43 the conservative force Fij

C, dissipative force Fij
D, and

random force Fij
R. The conservative force is taken as Fij

C = aij(1 �
rij/rc)êij with the cutoff radius rc, where rij = ri � rj, rij = |rij|, and
êij = rij/rij. The parameter aij represents the maximum repulsion
interaction of beads of type i and type j. The dissipative force
is Fij

D = �γ(1 � rij/rc)(êij 3 vij)êij, where vij = vi � vj is relative
velocity between beads i and j, and γ is the strength of friction.
The random force takes the form of Fij

R = (2γkBT)
1/2(1 � rij/

rc)ζijΔt
�1/2êij. Here, ζij is a symmetric random variable with zero

mean and unit variance, namely, Æζij(t)æ = 0 and Æζij(t)ζkl(t0)æ =
(δikδjl þ δilδjk)(δ(t � t0)). Δt is the time step of simulation.
In order to ensure the integrality of lipids and ligands, the

harmonic spring interaction Fs =�ks(1� ri,iþ1/l0)êi,iþ1 is applied
between neighboring beads in a singlemolecule, where ks is the
spring constant and l0 is the equilibrium bond length. We use
ks = 128 and l0 = 0.5 between the neighboring beads, and a
weak bond (ks = 20 and l0 = 0.5) is inserted between the second
hydrophobic beads on two tails to keep the tails oriented in the

same direction.30 For ligands, we use ks = 128 and l0 = 0.5, and
for dynamic bond, ks = 20 and l0 = 0.5 are used. The rigidity of
lipid tails is denoted by a three-body bond angle potential Ua =
ka(1 � cos(j � j0)), where j is the angle formed by three
adjacent beads in the same tail and j0 is the equilibrium value
of the angle. We set the coefficients ka = 10 and j0 = 180�. In
order to denote the hydrophilic/hydrophobic property of the
beads, for any two beads of the same type, we take the repulsive
parameter aii = 25, and for any two beads of different types, we
set the interaction parameter aHW = aHP = aHL = aTN = aWP = aWL

= aON = 25 and aHT = aHN = aTW = aTP = aTL = aWN = aOP = aOL =
aPN = aLN = 100,30 where W stands for the water bead, H stands
for the lipid head bead, T stands for the lipid tail bead, O stands
for the oil bead, P stands for the bead of the nanoparticle, L
stands for the hydrophilic bead of the ligand, and N stands for
hydrophobic bead of the ligand. Additionally, we set aPL = 20,
meaning that the nanoparticle is favorable to ligands. To gain
the high ligand density on the nanoparticle surface, the radius
of ligand beads is set as 0.8rc. The other beads have the same
radius of rc.

44

Our simulations apply the velocity�Verlet integration algo-
rithm and the integration time step Δt = 0.02τ. In addition, we
choose the cutoff radius rc, bead mass m, and energy kBT as
the simulation units. All simulations are performed in the NVT
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ensembles. The size of the simulation box is 40� 40� 40with the
number density of F = 3. There is a total of 192000 DPD beads in
our simulation box, and the periodic boundary conditions are
adopted in three directions. All simulations in this work are carried
out by using the soft package Lammps (15 Jan 2010).45
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